Math Department Hike
Saturday October 7th
Pyramid Mountain
Montville, NJ

Directions from CSI (estimated time 1 hour)
Go over Goethals Bridge, take NJ turnpike North. Get on 78 west. After crossing Garden State Parkway, take Route 24 towards Morristown. Take Interstate 287 North Bound for 7-8 miles. Take Exit 44, Main Street Boonton. Proceed to Boonton Avenue (County Road 511). Turn RIGHT. Proceed 3.3 miles on Boonton Avenue. Visitors Center on LEFT (Opposite Mars Court)

Start the walk by the Visitors Center on Boonton Avenue, which is an excellent place to learn more about the area.

Follow the trail marked "To the blue trail." Turn left at the wide gravel trail; this will lead you down to the blue trail, which crosses a small creek and then gives walkers a boardwalk over a muddy section.

Climb with the blue trail up and to the right to an electrical transmission tower. The blue trail takes a sharp turn to the right here and re-enters the woods.

Soon you will be climbing some more, sometimes south, with New York City visible on clear days. Continue north on the blue trail, which now is atop the ridge and has settled down to any easy, gentle roll.

You will pass several junctions but stay with the blue trail until it makes a sharp turn to the left. At this point continue straight on the white trail, which will take you to Tripod Rock, the most famous landmark of this area and destination of most hikers.

Tripod Rock is a large boulder somehow balanced on three very small rocks, an amazing feat of natural engineering.

If you have very young children or do not wish to tackle more challenging trails, a hike from the Visitor's Center to Tripod Rock and back is a very satisfactory hour or 90-minute jaunt. For those wishing to see more of the area, continue north on the white trail until you meet the red trail coming off to the left.

Follow the red trail, which is quite a bit narrower and more rocky than any trail you've been on up to now, as it heads by a large rock formation called Eagle Cliff and passes the appropriately named Whale Head Rock.

The final descent of the red trail is quite steep and rocky, so take it slowly. At the bottom, cross two stream bridges, and turn left (south) on the blue trail.

In 10 minutes or so you will be at Bear Rock, an enormous boulder that does look like a sleeping bear. Shortly past the rock, turn left on a trail marked with both white and blue blazes (a white trail also goes straight).

Cross a stream, walk a few hundred feet and turn right on the yellow trail. This trail climbs somewhat deeply under giant mountain laurels past what are called the Cat Rocks.

At the top of the climb, turn right as yellow and blue walls go together for a short distance, then turn left to continue on the yellow trail. After a while the yellow trail descends steeply along the underside of some high rock formations to the right. The trail is quite narrow for a short bit, requiring a bit of caution in walking.